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WE GOING IN! : ON MY MIND (CULTURE CLASH & CRITICALLY RELEVANT HISTORY) 
 

• Nipsey & Tupac…heavy. We hype up the flashy & 
controversial things yet under-talk too many of the meaningful 
things these brothers exemplified, envisioned & grew from/into. 
For all the negative things a political activist/revolutionary may say 
about capitalism, Nipsey leveraged it in ways I've always believed 
are not only intelligent but actually revolutionary. Pac was on the 
same track business-wise but the industry/street/media shit got 
out of hand. He was also the 1st of his kind and with being so 
vocal, under a bigger target/magnifying glass. But I swear people 
don’t LISTEN to what he was saying nor do they really SEE what 
Nip was doing! The humility, discipline, talent, research, mental 
health, follow through, network, soul, vision, heart, faith that these 
things require of a person. Not just their work & public persona but 
how they TREATED people.* 

 
• Angela Davis (1972) – “Revolution lies in the principles & goals of the movement.” 

o That’s why I’m sobered if not appalled if not disgusted by men/leaders/people in positions of 
leadership who treat others with inconsistency, disingenuousness, predation and/or a lack of 

integrity. I don’t understand how one can study the greats of movement work and 
not see how treating people with respect and humility (especially 
women…especially women who actively carry revolutionary power) is a must. Or 
to decide that’s a negotiable trait/righteous to risk. It taints a lot of the work and 
says a lot about yet undone work/evolution. I fully digress! 

 
• Afeni Shakur (Dream Reborn speech) – “WHERE are the WOMEN?! Where are YOUR stories?! 

TELL THEM! They don’t have to be cute! Tell them or we will be erased! Already they don’t know that 
we stood mighty. Already they don’t know there wouldn’t have BEEN a Black Panther Party without 
us…” 

• Tupac Shakur (1996) – “I do it for the lil’ niggas to see a year 
ago I was locked in jail now I’m shining…coming through blazing 
jeweled down like Chaka Zulu! And I didn’t do it with guns etc. I 
did it with books, my mind, strategy.” – “Confidence & self-
esteem are the two biggest issues in our community.” 

 
• emcee à artist à builder || creator, alchemist. 
• Gotta nail down this lower-case bell hooks//emma lee nod… 
• MATCH – MATCH – BE A MATCH TO WHAT YOU WANT/ARE 

(spiritual guidance/teachings… binaural beats been everything!!!) 
• Letters to write. 
• Ayyye I got a show on the 31st for Black August, lit!!! Gotta 

start putting the show together… 
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• “NEXT LEVEL” 
o habitual excellence 
o emotional maturity 
o security/protection 
o ownership 
o connected consideration 
o attractive power 
o self-mastery 
o nation-building 
o global network 
o spiritual clarity 
o joy…by (almost) any 

means! 
 

• Fucking cramps yo, smh. really 
on day-1 of my period on my way 
into day-1 of the fast wtf L!!! 

       DRAWN BY ME! 
 

• Highkey unexpectedly tuned into the greatest story never told: Kumasi of the Black August 
Organizing Committee explaining Black August by breaking down the history of the prison 
movement leading up to/past the 1970* turning point. I’m amazed at his mental capacity, intellectual 
flexibility & oratory skills. He’s able to simply illustrate context and also go on several tangents then 
timely,* seamlessly* plug RIGHT back into the spine of the big point every time! I feel so caught up, so 
filled in, so much clearer on the present and its significance. Now THAT’s a historian. That’s why that’s 
a paid profession and that’s why our village griots were held in high esteem. My Notes: 

o “Will your children be freer or more enslaved?” 
o On leadership: You had to build something; being that of a 

tradesman & statesman was encouraged. Act like a 
movement man, free, independent, sit as an equal with nation 
builders so have equal skills. Economy, skill building, “nation 
building skills.” Leadership that could move a whole nation 
forward; otherwise you’re just a nuisance. Getting people 
involved in doing something here, on the continent or in the 
diaspora in other parts of the world. But you have to give 
more than lip service.* 

o Empowering everyone to do something; through organizing, 
legal work, ideology. For ex. 1968* every individual in prison 
facility filed a $6 million class action suit re: the right to freely 
worship which led to ruling that Islam is a “true religion.” 
“Movements that forced administration and companies to 
meet our special needs.” Re: the war against natural hair; could not maintain any type of 
cultural identity. Could not wear braids, were not allowed to “look African.” Forced to have 
haircuts, walking with swag was considered “cult-like” and intent to “incite a riot.” They said 
drum playing was “sending war messages.” You could not look the same. Response was to 
systematically burned down barbershops. Soon books, films, products flowed. 
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o “Before the movement the prisons had people so terrified.” 
They’d bring you in & ask what you think of Rev. Dr. MLK 
Jr. or Stokely Carmichael because they were on TV, 
monitor your answers. They ventured in “how to eliminate 
without actually accusing,” created “death lists.” Because 
there was a new breed. “The new prisoner.” à can’t let him 
out, can’t let him influence the rest of the prison. 

 
o Not recycling niggas in prison threatens job security. “Sabotage their money.” Show un-

cooperation, launch attacks to shut it all down (slave wages/labor/factories.) “Sabotage their 
efforts to totally exploit us.” You HAVE to have cooperation of everyone (across races) so 
reform* work aims to unify against the full prison experience. Otherwise things like race will 
be used to divide and nullify. 

 
o Our job was to represent and look out for the 

wellbeing of those oppressed; prevent crimes 
against humanity; subversion through allowance; 
undoing the cattle feed & giving a sense of who 
we are. We were robbed, beaten & forced into 
schizophrenia. “Fight those who cause your 
suffering.” What symbols can we put around? Hold 
secret screenings of movement workers. It is a 
war to reclaim our manhood, personhood and 
dignity as human beings. 

 
o DO NOT COWER, stand firm, look them in the eyes, show strength. 
o Underground and formal work must both be done, the latter with cultural affairs* work. Links 

to outside scholars, links to the streets.  
o Evolution of nationalism à black nationalism à revolutionary black nationalism à New 

Afrikan black nationalism. 
 

o Black August is a commemoration and rededication. 
As George L. Jackson said don’t get involved in 
interpersonal conflicts. Do not aid and abet in the 
destruction of ourselves. George chose otherwise. 

o Ho Chi Minh - “When the prison doors are opened, the 
real dragon will fly out.” Lumumba, Nkrumah, 
Toure…people in their 20’s were the vanguard. 

o “Kill your racism.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCOGS 

UNITED NATIONS 

GOODREADS UNITED NATIONS 

DISCOGS 

BILL FAIRBARN 
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PERSONAL GOALS: THIS YEAR’S KEY WORDS & INTENTIONS (APPLICATION TO LIFE) 
 
The only way to snake out the effects of the fake & the “so called” is to be real & the actual.* - me. 

 
 

1. BUILDER’S MENTALITY 
• HONOR, COMMEMORATE & REDEDICATE TO Black August PRINCIPLES 
• POSITION MINDSET, SKILLSET & RESOURCES THAT BUILD/SCALE 
• WIDEN PERCEPTION OF INFLUENCE 
• DUE DILIGENCE 
• SPEAK & EMBODY 
• ACTIVE LISTENING 

 
2. HEALING & UNLEARNING 

• CLEANSE & CLEAR 
• DETACH & DETOX 
• CREATE JOY & ALLOW HAPPINESS WHENEVER POSSIBLE 
• COMPLETE HONESTY WITH SELF 
• KILL MY RACISM 
• DISCERN & PROTECT FROM TOXICITY, CONFLICT & CONFUSION 
• EXPLORE PREVIOUSLY PERPLEXING & SABOTAGING PERSONAL PATTERNS 
• MORE SELF-LOVE, RECONNECT WITH SOURCE ENERGY & ITS 

EXPRESSION/INSPIRATIONS 
• READ; KNOWLEDGE OF SELF (PRE-MAJOR RELIGION AFRICA, EGYPT, ANCESTRY, 

METAPHYSICS: TIME, SPACE, KARMA, UNDERSTANDING RITUALS, NATURAL LAW) 
 
3. UNDERSTAND MY MAGIC 

• TAKE AGENCY & RESPONSBILITY FOR MYSELF & MY GIFTS AT ALL TIMES 
• RE-PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE TO THE HIP HOP! 
• DO NOT DUMB DOWN, BE FEARLESS IN CREATIVE PROCESS (FLOW, WORK & 

BELIEVE) 
• BE FEARLESS ON THE STAGE (BE SEASONED, FULLY PRESENT & IN KNOWING) 
• HUM ON TRUE ENERGY, THE ENERGY OF TRUTH & BEING TRUE  
• “DO NOT PRACTICE ANYTHING THAT YOU DO NOT FULLY UNDERSTAND.” 
• STUDY THE MATCHING GREATS 

 
 

Enjoy what I can. 
 
 
 
 
 

VUNELA 
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SELF CARE JOURNAL: DAY 1 – 15* (DAILY REVOLUTION & MAINTENANCE) 
In addition to daily stretch and strength routine + Black August fasting regimen. 

 

DAY 1 Cut off dead ends of hair, moisturized with Jamaican Black Castor Oil & Queen Nefertiti liquid 
shea & mango butter hair lotion. 

DAY 2 

Quick manicure, filed nails and coat of strengthen & protect clear. 
 
Wore a hat all day, kinda counterproductive. Would’ve been lit to let the fro breathe but you 
played it safe & went for the convenient go-to. SMH it’s OK. Hair been through a lot this year. 
Progress. #LetItFroThoSis #LetItFro 

DAY 3 

Attended an all-vegan cookout with fam for fam. Played basketball for fun, engaged with the 
kids, drank a cup of fresh raspberry & cucumber infused water. Took plates home yo 
EVERYTHING was delicious asf!!! Need to add to my recipe/food source knowledge. You know 
last summer I didn’t make not one cookout, BBQ, park jam, fest, nothing??! So this is what 
having a social life feels like… #Progress #Werk #Yasss #Yerrr #ImFancy 

DAY 4 Fully flossed teeth and followed up with mouthwash. Deadass! I usually just brush & go TBH. 

DAY 5 Pumice stone dead skin off feet, knees, hips & elbows in shower, followed w. raw shea butter. 

DAY 6 

Stopped working* to live listen & take notes to Jua’s Seeds on GJU Radio (see page 17). Guest 
was Abdul Qawi Al Afriki a professional MMA fighter & revolutionary grassroots builder reppin 
RBG/BLM (not* Black Lives Matter!) Discussion centered self-defense & physical revolution, 
strategy, adversity & lessons from personal journey as a fighter and political prisoner. Very 
grounding, inspiring & enlightening. (See BA journal notes)* 
 
Read: “Are you building healthy boundaries or emotional walls?” and “The Importance of 
conscious emotional walls for empaths.” 

DAY 7 
Was honest with confidantes about a triggering subject in men/professional/casual 
advances/predacious behavior & went through analysis of my err as well as where that err has 
been applied in patterns. Listened to all constructive feedback & successfully concluded the 
chink my armor. 

DAY 8 Successfully shut a nigga down with the things I learned & applied yesterday. 
DAY 9 Shut another nigga down…OK universe, I get it!!! 
DAY 
10 

Bought a lemon & lavender candle at the dollar store…yo I never smelled this combination 
before. Sniffed tf outta that. *Method Man voice* Sniffed that shit—bought that shit—lit it! 

DAY 
11 

I finally let it fro, yasss. I’m out here doing my laundry no brim, no scarf, just kinks & curls. Also 
smartened up & snagged a cart to move the clothes etc. Usually I body that shit for blocks, all 
biceps, shoulders, abs and quads lmaofff smh. But I’m drained asf something had to give. 
ALSO let go of fears & insecurities about my physical body in public and went out in crop top 
(that says Uganda, aoowww) and workout pants. Sounds simple but I haven’t been this out here 
in a minute. Realized I was on a campaign to not be looked at, commented on, or get the wrong 
attention from men. I always feel self-conscious when my “ass is out” lmaofff, I meannnn hey. 
PTSD. Also working around so many men & as a crew/behind the scenes person my instinct has 
been to cover up, not outwardly express my energy thoughtlessly, don’t stand out any more than 
you already do. But NOT ta-day!* and boyyyyy did heads turn, men/women indifferent. Fro out, 
dark chocolate, hips, muscles, curves, unassuming warrior posture??! Shook a few. Cleaned my 
immediate spaces. I’m talmbout cleannnned. Florida-watered the sheets. 
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DAY 
12 

Washed, hair masked/conditioned and moisturized last night so fresh fro on deck bih! Stopped 
working* earlier so I could secure food & go into midnight to midnight FLEA day on my square. 
Fast-life is felt rn! Drank a green juice… #MuchNeeded 

DAY 
13 

Stopped working* to live listen & take notes to Jua’s Seeds (see page 20) on GJU Radio. Guests 
were Tanja Greene a professional post-partum doula & Tashia Richards a renaissance woman 
and licensed foster care parent. Discussion centered physical, mental & emotional health of 
women during and* after pregnancy, racial disparities in hospital care, foster care system and 
cultural value of health in our community. Utmost importance also of research, support systems 
and willingness/realities of “doing our part” to save ourselves. Highly deep, highly empowering 
as active women, some great tips, not gonna lie triggering asf for me. But I def made mental 
lemonade. Excused myself, shed my tears, compartmentalized some things & went on with the 
night. Realized I still hold physical/memories of trauma. Concluded I need to be proud of my 
survival & care to this point then also love & value my body and exemplify if not teach others to 
do the same. Wanna do more but for dolo I’m doing everything I can now as a big sis, ally etc. 
Plus being an artist/creator is a perfect vehicle. I’ll be good. 

DAY 
14 

Last night I broke FLEA DAY fast w. distilled water, PLAIN SHREDDED WHEAT & almond milk. 
I’ve never eaten this in my life…this was not the plan…give me my medal & gold star! But nah 
realized I haven’t been as disciplined or organized with breaking fast as I’ve been in past/could 
be. Not enough nourishing/balancing nutrition, some nights overeating or overcompensating for 
overtaxing my body with work past the break-fast point even after my stomach shrank. So I said 
you know what plans went south & this is available I’ma soldier up. As a point of toughness 
didn’t even throw the honey & cinnamon I had on it (like I said, salute me damnit!!!) haha!  

DAY 
15 

Listened and took notes on GJU Radio last night, a legendary build featuring legendary 
revolutionary WOMEN (see page 23.) Powerful! Recapped with a good comrade, lifted my 
spirits. 
 
Experienced a series of wild/deep/surreal spiritual experiences and came into knowledge of the 
full moon. Gave thanks. Sat outside, spent quality time with cat I once helped birth. Though his 
desire for affection was aggressive (like damn) I admit the petting, bonding & looking in each 
other’s eyes with energy was therapeutic. Quickly threw water & liquid shea on my scalp and 
ends before leaving for morning hustle. I’m lacking but I busted out 5 pushups and 10 dips. 
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BLACK AUGUST JOURNAL : DAY 1 – 15* (REGIMEN, RIFFS & REFLECTIONS) 
  
DAY 1 

 
Call me a counter-intuitive revolutionary but I am not for “struggle” anymore. I am detaching 

from what has been co-opted to mean and valuably reflect movement work. As well I’m detaching 
from the subconscious anchor too many “so-called” [activists, revolutionaries, visionaries, 
groundworkers, professional figure heads] are influencing & reinforcing us to drag to various 
situational demise. While they scream and holler, remind me to be angry, keep me posted on who’s 
shooting who, who got killed and how, hold conferences, dinners and fundraise for various efforts 
which at best are excellently crucial utilities but still also not empowering nation-building & 
personal accountability, while all this—oh and united fronts of slander/disapproval of the 
president and various celebrities—while all this went on we quietly lost and are losing a lot of 
battles. A lot of battles in which many have died bloody, emotional, mental, economic and political 
deaths which could have been prevented and resisted. 

 
I am not for the co-opted theatrical presentation (and backing sponsorship) of “struggle.” 
 
I know, I know—the irony & audacity. But peep game. People try to say without saying that 

“well I’m an artist.” Aaaand? My biggest mentor is a former political prisoner who wrote and 
directed interracial plays in prison and went on to attain credentials and opportunities that fed his 
family and seeded youth programs in underserved neighborhoods one of which saved & greatly 
molded “MY LIFE.” What about that ain’t revolutionary, artsy AND gangsta? That’s real dimension, 
real passion, real skills and real application for empowerment without ism. “They” have abandoned 
the aspirational fundamentals of being “tradesman, statesman, empowering every individual to do 
something about their suffering” as brother Kumasi so eloquently said of the prison movement’s 
leadership principles (see page 3.) 

 
The struggle I picked up has no quotes around it. It has real smoke, serves real blood, for real 

crimes against humanity. Has real disconnects that need to be accounted for. Needs real healing, 
real strength, real evolution to affect the world NOW—today—in this new age of digital and mass-
informed distraction which requires new weapons and reinforced ideologies. Pro-culture to fight 
pro-prison. I mean prison in every sense, in everyone’s lives. People are out here encouraging pro-
prison or sullying the culture and it’s not OK.  

 
Maybe because I’m a young woman I’ve been used to see all this and know enough to speak 

on it yet have to fight harder for it to be received if even applied. I don’t even build with certain people 
because they do not carry the integrity & sense of right that really “should” be becoming of a builder 
or building session. In a battle scenario one can only trust them to an extent, feel me? “Oh nah…I 
know what kind of warrior you are.” – Afeni—“she ain’t never lied”—Shakur!  

 
If I’m gonna die for movement building I wanna die side by side with my ideological 

equals. Fierce, whole, clear men (etc.) not blinded by ego and social compromise. Those to whom 
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culture is more important than conquest. To whom understand every second and every 
esteem is crucial to every win. The brothers and sisters who are more than just talk. The brothers and 
sisters who listen and build WITH you, not at you and over you. The subversion in the midst of 
allowance. The encouragement of those who do so actively in this new age. In spiritual chaos.  

 
One must be the message to those unable to put it down just like the dragons because we still 

largely have to function in society and the revolution has not provided alternatives to feed our 
children, house and cure ourselves on an accessible scale yet. Shouldn’t then one be encouraging 
and investing in those working on that and campaigning its importance? I’m talking about the dragons 
on this side of the wall. Those of us who are “burning down the barbershops” and telling our kids why! 
Those with courage. Those who teach me to stand firm and look in people’s eyes, not give me more 
reasons to not want to. Those who want me at my best. With gun, book, pen, mic, heart, phone, 
camera, wealth, land, health and culture in hand. 

 
I’m saying in 2019 we are facing a new challenge in the legacy of the struggle and we have to 

make some decisions about what we’re FOR. This is the Age of Aquarius. The modern struggle 
as we know it began in “the cusp” from the Age of Pisces. There are elements now that were not 
anticipated and that must be accounted for. Being a young woman in the movement is alone an 
undocumented territory on many fronts. Where is our recourse for targeted violence against us, 
what’s with the utility yet mute of our voices & likenesses, where do we go when we’re abused by 
movement peers, why is there no representation of us in the commemoration of those who’ve 
struggled? Etc. 

 
Most of the battle to economically run and own our neighborhoods has been lost, at least I can 

speak for New York City that is. Gone. We can only recoup to negotiate and influence now. Arab, 
Asian, Caucasian and Latin American/Taino peoples control most of all commerce and 
commercial real estate in the inner city. And they’ve done this quietly, quickly, obviously and 
profoundly. In some cases they own blocks of back to back businesses selling the same things, and 
they all make money. And guess from who? In every scenario?  

 
And I’ve heard little to no yelling about this nor building about this. Same for the treatment of 

women on business and building (management, media, political organizing, Hip Hop.) Which I’ve 
become more glaringly aware of being that woman since 12 years old when my path took real shape 
and meeting more women as I’ve grown to debatable independence and new professional levels. 
AND THIS IS NOT RACE SPECIFIC. To quote a Swiss comrade: “Women are definitely not equal 
to men in these spaces, we are not even treated like dogs. Because a dog at least gets the ‘Oh wow, 
it’s a dog! Hey doggie, whatsup!’ But I get nothing. Not the acknowledgement and definitely not the 
respect, even if little do they know I’m funding or running the very thing they’re standing/operating in.” 
SMH… 

As well the ongoing battle/stigma of mental health and the lack of spiritual 
knowledge that results in a myriad of narrow mindedness, disorders, illnesses, social stationary (as 
oppose to mobility), a reinforced lack of knowledge of self and vulnerability/submission to very limited 
views and powers. I must note here how the 1st battle I spoke of, the economic/geographic 
neighborhood battle—leads also to a reinforced lack of legal knowledge, economic awareness, 
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financial narrow mindedness and submission to very limited views and powers. The fact we even 
shop in certain stores numb to their treatment of us or helpless to their strategies and unbothered by 
their self-serving intentions speaks volumes to the songs we need to be listening to.  

 
And I have NOT heard the campaigns or vocal counters to these things. Or the effects of our 

obsession/dependency with technology used for distraction, propaganda and artificial 
society. Or in reaching out to those in popularity or power to forefront the real nation building. 
Commending those who do and already are. On engaging and addressing the leaders in communities 
where violence and degradation persist—why? What do they need? The people, what do they have 
to say? On being brave enough to call the rightness of the disdained and unpopular, RIGHT. 

 
I have come into alignment with the elements of many unknown and/or unpopular subjects this 

year including the largely unspoken issues surrounding the indigenous heritage in North America 
and the Black community it includes.* That many Black people need be considered and considering 
themselves indigenous natives and begin reclamation of rights, land and nationality—
that nationality is important. We are not all descendants of African-Latin-Caribbean chattel slaves and 
that has political repercussions. That in the 21st century “Black” is still reduced to an institutionalized 
racial construct but it is in fact not a nation. That we must be at the least entertaining the ideas of 
centralized nationalism to enter and engage in the global political theater as a human entity. That we 
cannot even be taken seriously without at least entertaining this level of unity and thrust. That this 
was in fact POINT TEN in the TEN POINT PROGRAM! That a lot of these niggas never read it or 
have abandoned it even in its acute relevance. That we generally need to be prepared to ‘go it alone’ 
but also to coexist fruitfully.  

 
That means infrastructure, organized resources and constructive 

[intergender/interracial/intergenerational] builds. That means elevating all existing networks and 
individuals matching this goal energy already. That there needs to be a daily and seasonal execution 
of propaganda specific to accountability, self-esteem and healthy confidence of our people. That “our” 
people need be specified. Cause everybody Black ain’t about it! And as we see from the takeover(s), 
every immigrant ain’t about it, every activist ain’t about it, every gangsta ain’t about it, every native 
ain’t about it, and every “self-made” millionaire/billionaire ain’t about it.  

 
So who is us? Who is the tribe? What are we about?  
 
Not just against, what are we ABOUT? And be demonstrating it by how we treat each other, 

talk to each other, and talk to those not like us. How we talk to those we do not like or don’t like us (if 
it’s needed.) How we work, what we build, what we approve. 

 
2Pac’s “last interview” was a real gem (see page 2) full of gems. A few I’ve already laid here 

in my mental stew. Wait—I must say something. Subconsciously I’ve been waiting for my trip to 
Uganda to “so called” transform and be transformed. That the reconnection to the land I was born 
in, the ancestral satisfaction, (somebody said “tradition is just peer pressure from the ancestors” 
ha!) the dancing/tribal unification, the new breath and baptism that would take place would finally rid 
me of my long-held toxicity and I would emerge clear, secure, vocal, sharp and not giving a fuck 
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about all that’s held me back in this lifetime. That my music, art, speech, businesses etc. would be 
elevated, fierce asf and never again the same. That I’d be ready for the bigger battle then. 

 
I’m here today to say fuck that. 
 
I’m not waiting. Because I’m tired of the struggle mentality. The phrases of struggle as a 

forever thing are so flawed to me. Flawed like reducing the highly spiritual, principled, 
metaphysically conscious and revolutionary life of Jesus Christ to him bloody on a cross, “so 
called” for our sins, for humanity. It’s flawed for us to be forced upon and obsessed with the 
sensationalism, murder and sacrifice of this man and little to nothing else/rest of the story. Same with 
Malcolm, same with 2Pac! It’s like the Bruce Lee line of looking at the finger point instead of at 
the moon. (That’s another thing, WHERE is the sun? It can’t be where “they” say it is. So where are 
WE? “As long as a people don’t know where they are & who they are they will always be confused 
and thus always easy to control.”) 

 
I do not want to pass struggle on to my peers, kids, the next generation. When it comes to the 

movement, I do the work so that my work is one day obsolete! I do not want to pass on anger, 
confusion, acceptance of flawed tactics and philosophy, a numbness to the flaws themselves, 
disconnects and classist ignorance. I want to live, be and pass on confidence, self-esteem, 
knowledge of self, self-sustainability, knowledge of infrastructure, a ready recollection of relevant 
history, an ability to apply wisdom for present gains. I want to pass on strategy, humor, adventure, 
peace, preservation, creativity, human warmth, eradication of limiting stigmas, clarity from co-opted 
social norms, economic empowerment, political awareness, a sense of nobility, respect, self-love. 

 
As Afeni—“she ain’t never lied”—Shakur also said in that speech (see page 2) we thought all 

Pan-Africanists etc. were down for this bigger connected idea “but then Rwanda happened.” Same 
shit still going on. And I feel it every time I’m ascending in good action yet confronted with ego, doubt, 
disapproval and politics. By my own and external oppressors. So I’m done with that paradigm. 

 
Indulge me in the vision of what life would be like if every “so called,” professional and viral 

figure head in our faces and ears every day was hollering about these things as opposed to that old 
program? What if? Yes, we need to exalt those transitioned and demean the violence and negativity. 
But at what point are we actually exalting a world solely of this?! What are we reinforcing? What are 
we leaving out? How are we re-conditioning ourselves? 

 
So I’m starting with me. 
 
Cause it’s fucked up. 
 
I haven’t sold millions of records yet so I’ma do what I can from where I am first. It’s possible 

the world is not ready for the next evolution of Malcolm, 2Pac, Nipsey…etc. let alone in a young 
woman’s voice and my “look” and story. But we’re here. And I’m here. And anything is possible in this 
universe. And when I’m ready it won’t matter who else will be. So this is ready-work. And again, done 
with the bullshit! I will no longer embrace what I don’t like. I’ve let myself be poisoned. I have Nipsey-
level goals. Thus it is cleanse, clear, detach and detox time. A huge lift to the operation is 
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reconnecting with one of my dearest loves ever. If you’re feeling this in the cosmos or reading this 
right now, I love you comrade. You’re one of the realest people I know. 

 
In this time, realness is currency. That and water, keys. As a Black woman, I’ve been killed 

many times in this life. I resurrect and rebirth as only the spirit of a certain kind of woman could. 
Discovered Buffy Sainte Marie last night, she wrote a song called “Emma Lee,” imagine that. I’m 
hype to chop it and use it, I fucks with her and that evolved indigenous spirit. Reminds me I found an 
old freewrite that I wanna memorize. It’s definitely a la KRS-One, I can’t believe I wrote it without 
thinking. Timed freewrites are dope asf. Anyway, I believe I named Egyptian pharaohs and 
Mayans in there, hahaha, too dope. Yes, we been here. And as I been reading, we been doing A 
LOT since we been here.  

 
Everything done to us is an adaptation of things we had already done to each other. 

Infrastructure, strategy, philosophy, war, economics, magic, spiritual domination, semiotics, sports, 
using nature, political agenda, class-based work, interdimensional knowledge, torture, sacrifice, 
control, positioning. It’s all been done. So when I speak it’s a seasoned sound. I study, I’ve studied, 
I’m studying—I build to construct. I don’t know what a lot of these niggas do, but it ain’t that. I’m of 
everything and everything is of me, so I can’t be destroyed. And all against me and my construction in 
time destroy themselves.  

 
Every year, my new year starts now. Salute Black August. 
 
FINAL POINTS ON DAY 1. 
 

• My traveling vision board is lit…need to fill it out. 
• Planned my Black August show!!! Been stuck on Dead Prez and Prince live 

shows. Prince = revolution, for real!* All god, all light, all duality, all freedom, all magic, 
all music, all killer, no filler. Michael was definitely not the “King of Pop” next to him, 
that or we talking about a different kind of king/kingdom—I’ve gotten A LOT of game 
from Mike; that’s not a slight. 

• Exercised; did weights yesterday cause I gotta hold camera tomorrow and need my 
hands to rest at least a day in between. But I did double sets of all my regular strength 
exercises: pushups, planks, dips, side planks, knee and leg raises. 

• Jumped rope while rapping to Biggie & The Lox “Last Day” for a quick cardio boost. 
I love the “Life After Death” album with a passion but now that I heard Pac say it hell yes 
the ‘fuck the kids in the ass’ & shooting of the pregnant woman lines were definitely 
overkill/why was that hot/ well damn OK, paint the picture then sheesh—wait what is the 
picture again? Otherwise for me an artistic masterpiece. I did wonder where it was 
going from there. Sonically a grand evolution from “Ready to Die” but was already 
getting repetitive. With that said I’m confirmed: (Rest In Beats, legend) but there’s 
enough Biggie murals in Brooklyn. Let’s exalt some other shit now. Show the kids 
what ELSE we lift up. There’s so much else. IJS!!!! 
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• Successfully stayed off Instagram, Facebook and messenger. Twitter tho…not realizing 
it I broke my social media abstinence went in thinking about making an advantage 
for business, (seen a radio station playing my “MY LIFE” song) however once I squared 
that I saw a recent connection expressing a mental health concern, enough for me 
to pull the car over. I offered my ear, build, distraction as well as relevant empathy. 
Named my brushes with suicide, depression, anxiety, PTSD and psychosis. Enlightened 
of my offensive and defensive including Black August fast/regimen. Passed on my 
101 piece in case. Not seeing the messages read but hey they’re there. Passed on my 
number saying don’t be shy or shamed if time comes or spirit is tried. Word, all I can do. 

• “The capitalist influence has its place.” –2Pac! Had to cut my practice short and 
did not get to rehearse for show due to location constraints. Carrying on with my 
temporary gypsy life. When I can consistently & independently house and feed myself 
trust I’ll be able to build a nation. 

• Touched based with a comrade in prison in Illinois, says he’s gonna do some fasting 
with me. He’s super practiced about meditation so we talked about this because I 
need that in my life! 

• Afeni said “you know someone right now that is LOST, you can look in their eyes and 
tell.” I def had this with little sis in out of state domestic situation. That moment of 
pleading on the phone to let her know how special I think she is. Had she come up dead 
I would’ve been hurt asf. Had to do something. Done all I can do for now, staying tuned 
and connected where needed. Gotta secure myself so I can secure her too. In the ways 
that I can. 

 
Touched based with my comrade who put me on to Black August 4/5 years ago. Refreshing! 
 

• “I think a lot of people don’t take Black August seriously because they don’t take 
anything Black people control seriously. It also doesn’t benefit the rest of the population 
directly. When more WOMEN adopt it though…” 

• It should be more women-led, focused, inclusive. There also needs to be 
something official to honor the contributions and sacrifices of women periodt! Says he’s 
never had the idea that women can’t be leaders, lead, control and be right about what 
they speak on. “The idea of a protracted struggle is a female quality.” 

• Atiba Shanna – “New Afrikan Journal Series” (James Fayles) – “Meditation on Frantz 
Fanon’s Wretched of the Earth.” 

• “We become complacent with Eurocentric ideas of family structure and community 
regarding perceptions of women and feminine qualities as less or weaker. It’s crippling 
us because we’re only doing half the work with half the population.” 

• “My mother did more to teach me principles and ethics to be a good human being, 
things that transcend gender.” 
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DAY 2 
 

Damn it's finna be a long fast! 
 
I feel less grounding this year, pure thrust, reaching, easing, floating, whiplashing. In fact this 

fast is the most consistent thing in “MY LIFE” right now. My period day-1 coming into fast day-1 
threw me for a loop or IDK but my feelings are ALL OVER THE PLACE OMG. Horny, anxious, 
detached, disappointed, drained, needy, disgusted, determined, sure, ready, clueless, badass, 
invisible, unimportant, queenly. 

 
Kinda had a personality lash out at shoot, tension about whether I should've toned that back 

but I've been so stressed about that situation, was anxious going into training today, have had to be 
so uptight & personality-less so seeing familiar faces who appreciate me was like ahhh, ayyye J! I 
just wanna be like THIS! I wanna speak my HEART, I wanna bust niggas chops, I wanna be in the 
spirit & be recognized professionally because I'M HERE. I EXIST. I'M PART OF THIS. Which 
thinking 360° is echoing what me & comrade talked about re: women & Black August. Which 
echoes me being a woman in a lot of male dominated spaces where I'm also a behind-the-
scenes person. I’ve also been in that seasoning since childhood with my father mostly & playing 
football etc. But homie was like “damn I never heard you that aggressive with a guest”—it was kinda 
funny but L and TBH that was a real part of me. The Harlem clearly jumped out of me cause I 
lightheartedly was taking him to task on an unfulfilled word he gave but then I guess 
subconsciously I'm tired of being taken lighthearted around these parts (all of it!) So the hood-
CEO -henchman just came out like “yo, where my shit at god.” Ha!  

 
But now it's hitting me like yo, remember it said we’re not supposed to be "loud or boastful" 

during the fast...my bad George, my bad y’all L. Funny cause I used to think “well that's something I 
never gotta worry about” cause all the time I'm mad chill, unassuming, in service, on the build. So my 
bad. My intention was to be real, visible and attentive to truth. I think there's a gimmie there but 
I’ma still check it in myself.  

 
 
OMGGGGG I'm feeling impatient (ha!) but question, what am I really un-waiting for? To fucking 

live, to eat, to have my body back (pre-conditions), for bomb sex, my own space, for my niggas to 
get out of prison, for adventure, my creative career advancement, my music, for Black August & 
the movement to evolve, to break my no-sugar fast (zzzzamn how much shit is really going on?!) 
to prep & rehearse my show, to work on my craft, to get a good night's sleep, to feel connected to 
realness for more than some moments. To stop living to please, to live out my fantasies, to be seen, 
heard, felt, to change society, to unplug or ascend from the matrix. To feel GREAT. Am I un-
waiting to die? 
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Started the self-care journal as part of the fast cause I'm serious asf we gotta take better 
care of ourselves! IDC what it is, make it happen. If not us first then where does that go? Bless your 
damn self, exemplify by behavior, get back to the root (cue “The Root” by D'Angelo!!!) 

 
Speaking of music I had an ill pop music meltdown. They really out here pumping the 

same person over & over, just different shades of same. Is something wrong with me???? People 
keep saying “I love how you wear your hair natural” & at this point I'm like is it that wild? But I really 
am different, I know.  

 
...ended up having a 30-second cry to the bridge inside the Dead Prez & KRS-One show when 

M1 extended the stage to him & he came down & said “that shit was dope I was right up there 
watching you. That was some nice emcee work.” (OMG ultimate respects!!!) With so much 
conviction. Hit my heart!!! the whole elder/legend watching above being right there, because 
he just wanted to be, he wanted to watch, he wanted to support dope real shit. Reminds me too 
of my grandfather…any & all who've transitioned who I wish would come down, and just… 
 

 
Tupac said essentially “be bigger than the 5-boroughs.” Tytanic said stop aiming at NY at 

all, work outside-in. Mayu said come to Japan. Seeds in Germany. Russia seems poppin. 
Uganda still calling. 

 
 

 
DAY 3 

 
 Can’t drink…and there’s liquor all around me everywhere. Aight bet universe. 

 
 

DAY 5  
 
Woooooo shiiiiiiit mmmmmphh, feeling it!!! Every year is different, this Black August is 

special. Remember what you asked god & the ancestors for. You breaking to build & building to rise. 
 

 
DAY 6  

 
Writing "Black August Challenge" rap.  Beat got me reminiscing (briefly & concisely!) to 

my 1st boyfriend who was a Wu-Tang head* (including affiliates.) Masta Killa & the “No Said 
Date,” underpraised emcee & album!!! 

 
I mentioned it in passing but come to find out one of my lil sis’ put herself on to Black 

August & found resonance in it, that makes my heart happy. You can lead someone to water but it 
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has to be up to them to drink, you know? And how much & for what reason, their own mind has to 
change or it’s a wrap. That's the 3rd person I put on this year, which is my highest personal promotion 
rate haha…I'm usually just focused on the regimen. Planned my video shoot for Black August 
Challenge rap, did a cool graphic design edit with George L. Jackson’s “Blood in My Eye” book. 
Salute! 

 
 
DAY 7 
 

Bruhhh. 1st of all..issa FLEA DAY 🖤 & I believe it's in the forever young dragon 
Jonathan Jackson’s honor. Salute my dear eternal big little brother ancestor. None was in vain, 
you were fierce & exemplary. You did it for & by love. Your humanity is endless. I salute you & the 
brothers we lost that fateful day. 
 

Bruhhh. I haven't stopped running let alone had time made to work out, read etc. I guess that 
makes last night extra pertinent. Never has a FLEA DAY crept up on me like so, had such a hard 
time getting to actual sleep. IDK if the brother’s mention of insomnia due to trauma from torture 
& isolation in the prison units put a strong suggestion in me but I'm definitely no stranger to sleep 
issues. I bet that’s on a lot of us. I’ma see where my body is & lift some weights before I break-fast, 
probably gonna work late so it works out. I'm not even sure if I broke fast in good timing last night 
cause I should've started/stopped again at midnight but I been late cause of work, anxiety, stress. I'll 
wait till 12:30-1AM tonight to even.  
 

Bruhhh…is it just me or is sexual/sensual goddess energy @ an all-time high??? I just 
be minding my business man. I JUST BE MINDING MY BUSINESS ! I just wanna work, build, 
create, rehearse, produce, execute, apply, enjoy, breathe peacefully. Sure "we all wanna feel special 
in some way" & sure it’s nice to be liked (depending!) & sure, there's nothing like good chemistry & 
flow/"the energy that builds worlds." but gollllllyyyyyy. A distant soulmate randomly told me I should 
really give more reverence to my goddess because he's never had sex with me yet I'm very 
intimately in his heart, mind & spirit. (Well he said some other shit but I’ma keep that to myself!) As 
well another man basically told me straight up everything in his mind changed after sex. I was 
flabbergasted, yes, flabbergasted because I had taken great mental and emotional 
precautions and seeded clear communication before crossing that line only to hear none of 
that matters.  

 
Maybe it didn't IDK. But shit is just radiating off me & I can't speak plainly enough. I just gotta 

be rude/cold/brisk with it now right. The worst negative for me is there are people I'd SINCERELY 
TRULY GENUINELY love to build with, learn from, strategize with, collaborate. But it's like they're 
blinded or just smelling different air until I completely dead it with precision or remove myself. 
Why is it the woman always gotta change???! Why can't we just work???! Why can't we be honest 
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about shit AND agree on the value & intended manifest of the work???! Why lawd whyyyy *cue “Why” 
by Jadakiss & Anthony Hamilton.*  

 
…but you know what. Everyone/situation that's come has reflected something I've asked for or 

been in spiritual dialogue about “MY LIFE” & goals in manifest. Not even in the person per se 
but in what they do, how they carry themselves, their life seasoning & principles, what's important to 
them, their joy, our mutual network, how easy the attraction was. 

 
But I definitely need to research, scribe, meditate, etc. on the sexual/sensual goddess energy 

cause it's powerful. I read in one book that it's most important not who/what you were in your past 
live(s) but what you learn & can apply. My warrior queen life is OD in my memory. & 
intimate, sensual & sexual affairs were definitely involved, with much integrity, love and no shame. 
I gotta look at what I wrote again. but I definitely learned many things about myself & that's why 
honesty, self-control & communication are very important to my experience.  

 
Bruhhh this is life. 
 

 
DAY 6* 
 
Tuned into Jua’s Seeds for the 1st time it was epic! Guest was professional MMA fighter a 
revolutionary grassroots organizer Abdul Qawi Al Afriki!!! He BEGUN with a matriarchal lineage 
acknowledgment, really appreciated that. Salute to mothers who build from seeds. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On lessons from prison journey, being targeted & becoming a political prisoner: 
 

• External influences always affect the internal.  
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• Gangs as "street tribes."  
• Prison time led to becoming conscious citizen of Republik of New Afrika. "I was pretty 

much what most of us are programmed to be." These brothers took me into "re-
education" camps. I felt compelled to change myself & the conditions of our people. To 
organize on every level.” 

• Prison is a microcosm of the street x10.  
• Found he became a target once he was organizing. They amassed information of his activity 

and placed him a terrorist unit (public record). the term "black identity extremists" 
was due to organizing.  

• "You are not allowed to organize in the prisons." No more than 3 people to any activity. 
• "Special management unit" 23-&-1 or 24, for years at mercy of officers. Food, mail, 

physical attacks, mental battle, “but I was already prepared due to the re-education 
camps. Some of the best education.” 

• “From the most oppressed conditions come change, pockets of prisons are doing a lot of the 
best work right now. Even those who may never come home are laying down resources. They 
threaten if you keep writing, organizing, bucking back. But in this unit there's no fighting back. 
They gas you & gang up on you, day in-day out.” 

 
On movement work since release & approach to community protection/advancement: 
 

• BLM – Black Liberation Movement not* Black Lives Matter; “who's politics are 
diametrically opposed to us. For one thing we’re concerned with land.” 

• "You can't take something away from someone without having something to give them back." 
Give an alternative. Teach youth at an age when they're more likely to pick up new ways.  

• “It’s imperative we learn to protect & defend ourselves.” The brother very often teaches 
self-defense for free. Encourages carrying weapons. “The best way to stop a cracker with 
a gun is to have a gun.” 

• “Capitalism creates conditions where you become careless of what goes on in other 
people's lives. You don't realize the interconnectedness of everyone in the 
community/world. It also breeds rugged individualism.” 

• “We gotta start putting theory into practice,” organizing community response units, 
having a nationalist sentiment. The point is many issues of the Black community can be 
resolved by the members of the Black community. It's a contradiction that we call the police 
x amount of times a day yet also protest that we don't want them occupying our 
neighborhoods. We need to police ourselves.” 

• The mass of Black people that don’t feel guns are necessary nor have any nationalist identity, 
see themselves as African Americans and are Democrats. Democrats are pushing that 
we don't need guns. "I've moved past the belief that the mass of us are needed to engage in 
movement building." 
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• Believes having a direction, goals, knowledge of self & what the ancestors* have gone 
through, made withstanding the brutal attacks in prison units easier. Still lives with after effects. 
 

On journey in MMA profession while representing our people/the movement: 
 

• He is the #5 ranked middleweight in state of Tennessee! (Should be #1) J 
• “I am trained and I have a lot of trainers. At first I wasn't wanted to train & fight by people. But 

with capitalism nature if money can be made off you...when you have a skill set they begin 
to rationalize about a dollar.”  

• Trains everyday 2-3 times a day.  
• “I have love for the sport but I fight for my people, for a moral victory, for the youth. When 

Lebron James wins he's an American or African American. He raises the American 
flag. Me, I raise the RBG flag. Due to this spirit I feel I have an advantage." 

• Outside of violence fighting also teaches discipline, organizing oneself & one’s day, 
working through mental pain. Recognizing strength & weakness, timing.  

• When the likes of O'Connor come into the arena/ring with his Irish flag it’s a moment. “When I 
come in with an RBG flag I get booed. When I go to businesses for sponsorship I can't get it 
due to my Facebook content” or Black people basically being scurry. So I/we need the support. 

• “When I hear them booing I hear cheering by my ancestors. I love it.” 
 

“Give thanks to your mother for giving you that foundation.” 
Respek to Miss Mary Sunshine!!!* 

 
 
DAY 8 
 

For the 1st time in a while I feel a freedom. "I'm not living my past. If you don't believe, it's 
OK." I said this to one of my soulmates. If I can say that to him & successfully detach from his 
approval in life, I'm closer to my knowing. I know I'm moving forward. I'm getting closer.  

 
Exhausted. 12, 15, 16+ hour days…I'm not even employed SMH. Made miracles happen for 

studio deadlines in spite of computer crash. All caught up for the week…which literally starts again 
tomorrow  it's all solid though. These emotional trials heavy asf. Still upset I didn't get a 
workout in for FLEA DAY. Was literally working, ripping & running all day if not addressing some 
deep shit. Def need an exhale soon. 
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DAY 12* 
 
Another installment of Jua’s Seeds let’s go! TBH I knew I was gonna be triggered by the end of this. 
Crucial topics that highly affect women and children/young people of color: birth-workers, 
hospital/health care system & foster care system disparities with post-partum doula (and author!) 
Tanja Greene and licensed foster care parent (and renaissance woman!) Tashia Richards. 
Doing truly revolutionary work and* spreading the keys. Too many memories, examples and 
references to relate to just on site. Honestly discussing the treatment/mistreatment if not willful 
negligence and violence against Black/Brown women’s bodies/minds is always triggering for me. It 
and the healing of it are not highlighted enough. Even though I haven’t experienced everything all 
women have, I can feel all our experiences, like even in my body. *Exhale* but I want the good word! 
Here we go: 
 

 
 
 
Tanja on working in non-medical women’s care, post-partum doula work & health culture: 
 

• She’s also a support service for finding your voice after divorce. 
• 90% of her doula clients are not* Black!!!!!!* Culturally it’s not a norm for us still. People feel 

self-conscious about bringing someone paid in, also that it takes away from them or roles that 
other members of their family etc. would have done. Also Black women are notorious for 
superwoman syndrome and are conditioned to take care of things on our own, by 
ourselves.  

• Sisters are robbed of/we rob ourselves education on mental health during pregnancy & 
post-partum mental health. We research everything in life yet we're culturally 
conditioned to believe when it comes to raising children we should just wing it & figure it out as 
we go. Do the research!  
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• MAJOR KEY tho****: put the services of a post-partum doula in the baby shower registry.**** 
Ask for any & all donations towards it. People are willing to spend money on frivolous material 
things for the baby why not center investment into the mother’s mental health, wellness & 
adjustment into motherhood? Sister Tanja says even if it’s her “72-hour package” helping mom 
get back on her feet the first 3 days, getting her mind right to go home & readjust etc. can be 
crucial. 

• Black women in this country have the highest infant mortality rates and highest death rates 
after birth even among wealthy black women, class does not relieve one of the racial 
disparities in care, recent example: Serena Williams. Complaints are ignored. They feel we 
have highest tolerance for pain. We are literally being ignored while screaming for help.  

• Know your rights when you go to the hospital. Have someone with you (in addition to 
partner if possible) to advocate for you. Go in with birthing plan and know your birth 
process.   

• Sister Tanja advocated in face of frustrating staff pushing for cesarean births (also more 
money & efficiency to hospital.) Medicaid clients treated differently in language, energy & 
disposition. They told her client during a long labor she had a "failure to progress" which is the 
worst thing to tell a woman. She advocated to stick to their birthing plan and when midwifes 
came and moved pushy staff out the baby was finally born. 

• More & more men are seeing the value of post-partum doula for the reliable care of their 
woman & for them to be able to go work and focus on providing. 

• From the male perspective: “This has been an eye opener in regards to respect for the 
structural racism targeted against women. The work these sisters are doing is truly 
revolutionary. Saving the lives of our moms & babies through education & survival.”  

• Check out insurance that’s likely to cover labor & post-partum doula services.  
 
EMAIL: tanjagreene@yahoo.com she will be certified to teach women soon too!* 
 
 
Tashia on activating her foster care, racial disparities in the system & it’s place in the movement: 
 

• Tashia does revolutionary work AND works full time in corporate AND runs a nonprofit & small 
business AND is now a foster parent.* Didn’t think she was ready but saw story on news 
reinforcing 23% of our children are in foster care every year with white families (in many cases 
to negative ends) and being adopted in even less numbers. Understanding the current social 
call (if not propaganda) for diversity in the world, more people like us need to be raising 
children like us. 

• In her foster care training classes etc. she's usually the only Black woman or person, 
not too many brothers at all. There's a lot of chatter in our community around not being able to 
do it, but it doesn't take a lot. It takes a heart, will and of course the basic provisions.  

• She took in a 17-year-old with a baby, becoming a mother & grandmother overnight! The 
young woman had been in 15/50? other foster homes with other cultures/races. They had 
been labeling her negatively based on cultural differences. She got to know her & saw through 
the misjudgment. The fact of it being a positive Black home & the “Black Power” 
environment made a world of difference especially in confidence. “We can offer more than 
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safety & security to our children, we can give confidence in self, for them to know they don’t 
have to wear a mask.” 

• Co-host: “It's very easy to label attitude without understanding the manifestation of feelings 
from that oppressive environment.” 

• Contribute to our survival as a people. We must do OUR part to save our 
community. Be a big brother/sister or consider taking in children. 

• You usually don't see Asian, East Indian or African children...cultural differences in not allowing 
child rearing/raising to go outside of the immediate and extended family. 

• #1 reason people usually say is “I can't afford to take on any added responsibility.” 
Tashia says it's sad we can't do that like we used to. Foster care does provide a stipend 
though its low. At the same time if you're in a position where you can provide, do so and 
research the resources that will add. Seek support groups. Don't let the idea of not 
being able to provide stop you from doing so. 

• She has a huge support network in her community that know she's a foster parent & will 
step up to handle things, so people get it we just need our people to get it! Our children need 
to see there's a village for them. 

• “If you can't support a young person yourself support someone who can.” 
• Firstly, look up your state agency(ies). The basic needs are their own room, bed, 

transportation. Many pay for before/after-school care. You need the emotional training for the 
situations that will arise.  

• “I wish I could build a house with 100 beds.” 
• 60% of child/sex trafficking victims are from foster or group homes so our children 

need us as their getting into the wrong hands & being exploited. 
• Authorities will be asking questions to see can you handle it, what was your childhood/growing 

experience, your social/professional background & do you have a support system in place.  
• Do not underestimate the power of support, just listening. Has had to call others just to 

vent, cry, wipe those tears and continue on. You’re welcome to contact her & share info, find 
resources. 

• We need to not hold good tips & information to ourselves because we need this in our 
community. So please share and she’s always willing. 

 
 
SOCIAL: papyiamdivine on social  
EMAIL: 1love2foster3@gmail.com 
PHONE: 8168666055 
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DAY 14* 
 
Listened to GJU Radio regular/main programming for the 1st time in a while. Called in to pay my 
respects & ask some questions but was too late/didn’t get through LLL. Why so hype? Because it 
was some phenomenal & legendary WOMEN on there!!!! 
 

 
 
 
Advice to newcomers/women* to the movement: 
 

• “It’s bigger than you.” Take yourself out of it and really start to give. 
• Don’t stop. “Can’t stop, won’t stop!” Don’t think about what’s ahead just keep moving. 
• This movement was based on everybody pitching in something. Their time, talent etc. to our 

community. 
• Educate yourself. Study whatever is affecting you and your loved ones. Look up their cases, 

look up your landlord/tenant’s rights. Pay attention to any laws & bills that affect you. They try 
to fly them by! 

• Don’t be afraid of the library! The law library, public library. Look up a subject and exhaust it. 
• Stay connected and keep your eye on the bigger picture. This affects us generationally. 
• “If they can get to us they feel they can get to them.” Stand your ground because they will 

come at you. 
• Do not underestimate the power/capability of the US government. 
• Be cognizant of your victories. No matter how small, “a win is a win!” 
• Educate, agitate and liberate yourself. 
• Be attentive to self-care especially as you get older. 
• Timing & keep your word. Unless you’ve been in those shoes, you’ll never understand. 
• Be sure you’re hooked up with the right people for the right purpose. 
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Memories of Black August martyrs & movement work: 
 

• “Khatari [Gaulden] was a thinker.* I told him I needed 32 hours in a day and he came back 
having done the math talmbout if you make every hour 45 minutes you can get 32 hours out of 
a day; haha! An incredible man. You can’t help but embrace that energy. It keeps you going.” 

• “[Khatari] gave me some suggestions but I had to come up with how to apply it.” 
• “Jonathan Jackson; I see his young face. Then you see nothing but freedom and setting 

things right on his mind.” 
• “Peggy gave and gave. If they were hungry she’d feed them. They need clothes, she’d clothe 

them. She’d meet someone and give them shelter, eve gave her car if they needed to get 
somewhere. She just moved through it.” 

• “Always admired Assata cause she was always thinking on her feet, on the move. When they 
took her in they placed her in a men’s prison. She was set aside but still, that’s how they 
thought of her.” 

• “Everything fed into everything.” 
• “We used what we had to get what we needed.” 
• “We’ve been raised to extend ourselves to our community.” 
• Back then political prisoner committees (like for San Quentin Six etc.) knew each other & 

worked together simultaneously whenever possible. 
• [On early work connected men in prison with women]: Relationships are reciprocal. When a 

man has been in prison for years and years the organic maturing and exercise in relationships 
is missing, so it’s important we stay connected. After a certain point I started asking “how many 
brothers up there have wives?” And that started a lot of that work. It’s not that we don’t love 
each other but our dynamics are different from other cultures, and we often get penalized for it.  

 
Current movement work & general reflections: 
 

• Black August should be extended. It’s something we’ve died for, no one can take away 
from us. 

• People in prison have ethics and morals. 
• We all need to maintain contact and awareness with a loved one(s) in prison. Keep them 

connected with the community and be educated on their place/position. Help them to educate 
themselves. 

• The 8th Amendment supports that people should not be held indefinitely/we’re being held 
longer in a system that holds people the longest out of the whole world. We need to start 
campaigning and identifying the US government with crimes against humanity across races. 

• Getting the current wave out of SHU (secure/security housing unit – solitary confinement in 
maximum security facility) was a small victory but it took 30 years! And we must continue to 
fight because they will fill those spots with our children, nieces and nephews. We must take 
our stand and be consistent.  

• They had people locked in solitary for 20-25+ years based not on what they did but on what 
they could potentially do! And got away with it! Now these brothers are getting out and they 
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need to know new things, what their options with parole are, that there are jobs & resources 
available. 

• They’re making people engage and go to years-long programs while still holding past gang 
affiliations etc. against them to satisfy release on parole etc. when they had them locked up for 
nothing for years prior. 

• “Just know just because it hasn’t happened to you doesn’t mean they’re not making a place for 
all of us. It doesn’t have to be violent or a criminal affiliation, innocent people are being 
harassed and targeted to be fed into the prison system. Families are being criminalized. 
There’s also the issue of surveillance. You’re not getting by just by keeping your nose down 
and obeying the law. 

• It’s all about what your politics are that determines whether or not they try to hold you. If you’re 
deemed detrimental they’ll come up with criminal reasons to lock you up! “I didn’t used to 
believe it but it’s true.” 

• People are also dying “civil deaths.” 
• W.L. Nolen Mentorship Program is open to taking on those interested in passing & 

being passed down organizing and self-development knowledge. 
• People don’t want to deal with the injuries of the past however “revolution is motion. 

Constant change & adapting.” 
• They bank on us not knowing! 
• There’s power in numbers! 
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